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Abstract— Word prediction is a very important natural 

language processing downside during which we would like to 

predict the proper word in an exceedingly given context. 

Word completion utilities, prophetical text entry systems, 

writing aids, and language translation square measure a 

number of common word prediction applications. This paper 

presents a brand-new word prediction approach supported 

context options and machine learning. The planned technique 

casts the matter as a learning-classification task by coaching 

word predictors with extremely discriminating options 

designated by numerous feature choice techniques. The 

contribution of this work lies within the new approach of 

presenting this downside, and also the distinctive 

combination of a prime performing artist in machine learning, 

svm, with numerous feature choice techniques MI, X2, and 

more. The tactic is enforced and evaluated victimization 

many datasets. The experimental results show clearly that the 

tactic is effective in predicting the proper words by utilizing 

little contexts. The system achieved spectacular results, 

compared with similar work; the accuracy in some 

experiments approaches ninety-one correct predictions. 

Key words: Word Prediction, Word Completion, Machine 

Learning, Natural Language Processing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Word Prediction (WP) is a very important language process 

(NLP) task within which we would like to predict (determine) 

the right word during a given context. Word prediction task 

may be utilized in several applications, as an example, 

prognostic text entry systems, word completion utilities, and 

writing aids [9, 13]. applied mathematics and similarity based 

mostly approaches have done quite well in attempt this 

drawback a bit like alternative similar issues like sense 

clarification [4, 12, 21, 22, 23]. a typical approach to handle 

such disambiguation- like issues is to coach and apply word 

written word or n-gram models. 

 This paper presents an efficient methodology for 

word prediction mistreatment machine learning and new 

feature extraction and choice techniques. we have a tendency 

to use feature choice techniques custom-made from Mutual 

info (MI) and Chi-square (X2). These feature extraction and 

choice techniques, MI and X2, are used with success in info 

Retrieval &#40;IR&#41; and Text Categorization (TC) [10, 

11, 26]. Thus, the WP drawback here is casted as a word 

classification task within which multiple candidate words ar 

classified to see the foremost correct one within the given 

context. as an example, during this word prediction instance: 

[wn … w3 w2 w1 -?- ] 

 We would like to predict and confirm the word that 

follows the sequence … w3 w2 w1 (i. e., the word in situ of 

the “-?-”). 

 The planned methodology incorporates a distinctive 

manner of learning the representations of words during a 

given corpus: 

 

1) For a given incidence of a word w, the illustration of w 

involves recording the incidence of bound word options 

extracted from the coaching corpus mistreatment new 

feature extraction techniques custom-made from MI and 

X2. 

2) The encryption of (1) is employed within the coaching 

part to coach word classifiers mistreatment the SVM 

learner. 

3) The word classifiers of (2) ar then utilized by word 

predictors during a new thanks to confirm the right word 

given its context. one amongst the properties of this 

methodology is that it performs WP by utilizing terribly 

tiny contexts (only preceding 3 words). 

 The method has been enforced and evaluated 

extensively; the experiments and results ar according during 

this paper. The results clearly demonstrate that the strategy is 

effective in predicting correct words by utilizing terribly tiny 

contexts. The system achieved accuracy approaching ninety 

one in some experiments, and outperforming most of the 

revealed ways on this task. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 

a pair of presents a short summary of the connected work. The 

planned ways as well as feature choice, learning, and 

prediction ar explained in section three. Section four 

describes the baseline methodology. The analysis method and 

experimental results ar mentioned in section five. Finally, 

section six presents the conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A number of ways and systems are projected for word 

prediction within the past few decades. These ways are often 

classified as applied math ways that area unit supported 

applied math (and probabilistic) language models; and 

grammar ways within which grammar data is extracted and 

exploited in word prediction task. In [9], Fazly presents a 

comprehensive review of previous connected add word 

prediction. Fazly conjointly presents a set of experiments on 

word prediction applied to word completion utilities. The 

enforced and evaluated algorithms [9] were supported word 

unigrams and bigrams, and supported grammar options like 

POS tags within the grammar predictors, and combination. 

The coaching and testing area unit done on texts taken from 

British National Corpus (BNC). Roughly speaking, tags-and-

words predictors achieved the simplest overall performance 

with hit rate approaching thirty seventh, and keystroke 

savings around fifty three —hit rate is outlined to be the share 

of the days that the proper word seems within the prediction 

list. Among the opposite connected fascinating work is that 

the approach bestowed in [7]. That approach makes an 

attempt to be told the contexts within which a word tends to 

seem, victimization communicative and made set of options. 

The options area unit introduced in an exceedingly language 

as data sources. It conjointly makes an attempt to reinforce 

native context data by world sentence data. The analysis of 
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the strategy during this paper is extremely just like that 

bestowed in [7]. 

 One of the connected issues to word prediction is 

that the context-sensitive orthography error correction, or 

malapropisms [2, 14]. during this drawback, the misspelled 

variant of the first word may be a correct word and belongs 

to the language [2, 14, 15]. as an example, the spelling of the 

word quite as quiet may be a context-sensitive orthography 

error. Since quiet may be a valid word in English, the standard 

spell-checkers won't discover this orthography error. Thus, 

the perform of the context-sensitive orthography correction is 

to settle on, for Associate in Nursing instance for a word in 

text (e. g., quite), its correct orthography from its confusion 

set (e. g., quite, quiet). it's value mentioning at now that word 

prediction are often tougher than context-sensitive 

orthography drawback such, within the latter drawback the 

dimensions of the given context is double the dimensions of 

the given context in word prediction. That is, in word 

prediction, solely the preceding words area unit accessible as 

context to the prediction task, whereas within the context- 

sensitive orthography correction task, the words before and 

once the target word area unit accessible as a context. Of 

course, the context of prediction or classification task is 

critically a vital resource for such a task. 

III. THE PROJECTED METHODOLOGY 

The projected methodology is predicated on representing 

every word as a feature vector, and so victimization machine 

learning to coach word classifiers throughout the coaching 

section. The word classifiers area unit then utilized, within 

the mythical place section, to work out from a confusion set 

the proper word in an exceedingly given context. Thus, the 

task is casted as a word classification task. as an example, let 

the confusion set be then once a user sorts the letter ‘w’ the 

word prediction task triggers and tries to work out whether or 

not the user needs to sort ‘weak’ or ‘week’. 

 In a given context (e. g., [wn, …, w3 w2 w1 wx]), 

we would like to predict the word wx, such the context of the 

word to be foretold (e. g., ) is given together with the 

confusion set. The confusion set is that the set of the choice 

(candidate) words during this context, e. g., . we would like 

to determine/predict that of the 2 candidate words ought to be 

during this context. In word completion utilities, the word 

prediction task will begin once writing the primary letter of 

the target word, so that, the prediction task are often restricted 

to various words that begin therewith entered letter. during 

this analysis, we have a tendency to follow the bulk of 

researchers and assume that the confusion sets area unit 

planned [7, 8, 14, 15]. every confusion set contains 2 or 

additional of the principally confused words within the 

language. as an example, MS Word [19] utilizes a listing of 

confusion sets, known as normally confused words, for 

synchronic linguistics checking. Such a listing, shown in 

Table one, are often used as a basis for a WP task. 

Commonly Confused Words 

Abut-About, Adept-Adapt, Adepts-Adopts, Ads-Adds, 

Advice-Advise, 

Aid-Aide, Ail-Ale, Alters-Altars, Assess-Asses, Augur-

Auger, Bare- 

Bear, Beet-Beat, Bettor-Better, Border-

Boarder, Breath-Breathe, 

Bridal-Bridle, Broach-Brooch, … 

… 

… 

Theirs-Their's, Tide-Tied, Undo-Undue, Upwards-

Upward, Urn-Earn, 

Vein-Vain, Who's-Whose, Wile-While, Wither-Whither, 

Won't-Wont, 

Yolk-Yoke, You're-Your 

Table 1: A part from the Commonly Confused Words List 

of MS Word. 

 Examples of confusion sets used in this research 

include: {quite-quiet, peace -piece, passed-past, being-begin, 

than-then, raise -rise, site -sight} (Table 5). Now we can 

summarize the problem as follow. Let c = {w1, w2, …, wn} be 

the context of the prediction task where n is an integer number 

represents the size of context window (in this research we 

tested for n values of 3, 5, or 10). The words w1, w2, …, wn 

are the words that appear immediately before the word to be 

predicted. Also let f = {wx, wy} be the confusion set for this 

case. Our proposed method relies on machine learning to train 

word classifiers to classify (predict) whether wx or wy is the 

predicted correct word in that context. Each word in the 

confusion set is represented as a projection on the feature 

vector that is composed from the training data. One of the 

contributions of this work is in the way we extract and 

compute the features from the training data. We describe next 

the feature extraction process and then we talk about the 

learning and the prediction steps. 

A. Feature Selection & Extraction 

Let a training text T be given. We extract from T all the 

occurrences of the confusion set words wx and wy. Each 

occurrence is extracted along with its context (preceding n 

words) to make one training example of the form [wn … w3 

w2 w1 wx] or [wn …w3 w2 w1 wy]. Thus, we have now two sets 

of training examples; the training examples of wx and the 

training examples of wy both extracted from T. We convert 

each example into a feature vector as follows. The given 

context words are used as features in some of the related work 

[14, 22, 23]. In this research, however, we do not use word 

features directly from the contexts; instead we select, as 

features, only certain words with high “discriminating” 

capabilities between the two confused words (wx and wy). 

These features are used to represent each example in the 

training and prediction. We use the confusion words 

occurrences extracted from the training text T as labeled 

training examples. Feature selection is a key issue in the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the learning and classification 

performance of such methods as the one presented here. 

 Before delving into the details of feature selection, 

let us mention that there has been a lot of research devoted to 

feature selection in machine learning and data mining, 

particularly in text categorization research, see for example 

[10, 11, 26]. Assume that we have two classes C1 and C2 of 

labeled examples extracted from the training text T. Let C1 

contains examples of wx and their contexts, and C2 includes 

examples of wy with their contexts. We extract all the context 

words W = {w1, w2, …, wm} from the sets C1 and C2. Now, 

each such context word wi ∈ W may occur in contexts from 
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C1 or C2 or both with different frequency distributions. Now, 

if a context word wi ∈ W appears in a context of a prediction 

example, we would like to be able to determine to what extent 

the existence of wi suggests that this example belongs to C1 

or C2. Thus, we select those words wi from W which are 

highly associated with either C1 or C2 (the highly 

discriminating words) as features. We utilize feature 

selection techniques like MI and X2 [11, 26] to select the 

highly discriminating context words from W. MI and X2 were 

used effectively for feature selection in text categorization 

and information retrieval [10, 11, 26] but never been utilized 

for language prediction or classification problems. In the rest 

of this section, we explain how MI and X 2 are applied to 

determine which context words from W will be selected as 

features. 

Let us first define the notions of a, b, c, and d as follows. 

From the training examples, we calculate four numeric values 

a, b, c, and d for each context word wi ∈ W as follows: 

a = Number of occurrences of wi in C1. 

b = Number of occurrences of wi in C2. 

c = Number of examples of C1 that do not contain wi. 

d = Number of examples of C2 that do not contain wi. 

Then, MI is defined as: 

MI = 
N *a  

(1) 

(a +b)*(a +c)   

Where N is the total number of examples in C1 and C2. 

Chi-square (X2) is computed as: 

X2 = N*( ad −cb)2  (2) 

 ( a +c )*(b +d )*( a +b)*(c +d )  

Again, N is the total number of examples in C1 and C2. 

 Illustrating the proposed WP method by an example 

when using the MI technique for feature selection, we 

calculate the MI value for each wi ∈ W. Then we choose the k 

top wi ∈ W words with the highest MI values as features. In 

our experiments, we tested on k values of 10, 20, and 30. For 

example, if k = 10 , then each training example is represented 

by a vector of 10 entries, such that, the first entry represents 

the word with the highest MI value, the second entry 

represents the word with the second highest MI value, and so 

on. Then for a given training example, the feature vector entry 

is set to 1 if the corresponding feature word occurs/appears in 

that training example, and set to 0 otherwise. Thus, if we want 

to utilize the 20 most discriminating words as features to 

represent each example, then feature vector size will be 20. 

Consider the following example, let W = {w1, w2, …, wm} be 

the set of all context words. We compute MI for each wi ∈ W 

and sort the words W according to their MI values in 

descending order as in Table 2. 

Context 
MI 

Words wi 
 

Person 1.92 

Nice 1.90 

Found 1.87 

Still 1.86 

Place 1.68 

Generate 1.56 

Went 1.48 

Clear 1.33 

Deliver 1.33 

Small 1.27 

… … 

  

Table 2: Words wi ∈ W with the Highest MI Values 

 Table 2 shows the top 10 context words having the 

highest 10 MI values. These 10 words will be used to 

compose the feature vectors for training and prediction 

examples. For example, the following feature vector: 

 
 Represents an example containing the 2nd , 3 rd and 

7th feature words (viz., nice, found, and went) in the given 

context. Additionally, if the window size is 5, then that 

example may look like: 

went ___ nice ___ found < wx or wy > 

 That is, three of the 10 feature words are occurring 

within the preceding 5 words of the word to be predicted. In 

this case, window size is 5 and the vector size is 10. For 

example, the word ‘nice’, occurred as third preceding word 

in the context but it is translated to a ‘1’ in the seventh entry 

of the feature vector. 

 Let us look into the MI feature selection technique 

in little more detail. The objective of MI is to select from two 

classes C1 and C2 of examples the most discriminating 

features (words). A good such feature is the one that is highly 

associated with C1 but not with C2 or vice versa. MI uses the 

co-occurrence counts a, b, c, and d with equation (1) to 

compute MI value for each feature, such that the feature with 

highest MI value will be the best in discriminating C1 from 

C2.. The MI’s formula gives most weight to a (the numerator 

in equation (1)) which represent the association between the 

word/ feature and class C1. We would like to update this 

formula by multiplying MI by the difference (a – b) between 

a and b. Recall that, for a given word wi, the value b represents 

the association between wi and class C2 (how many times wi 

occurs in C2). In this, we subtract from a the number of times 

the word is associated with C2. That is, if a word wi is 

associated q times with C1 and q times with C2 then the 

formula yields zero, which is what we want, since in this case, 

the feature wi is not really a discriminating feature. Thus, we 

applied the formula: 

MI_1 = MI * (a - b) (3) 

for feature selection. Furthermore, to give more weight to a, 

we also applied the formula: 

 

MI_2 = MI * a * (a - b) (4) 

Notice that equations (3) and (4) can also be written as: 

MI_1 = 

 N *a 

* (a - b)  

(a +b)*(a +c)    

MI_2 = 

 N *a 

* a * (a - b) (a +b)*(a +c)  

 

Respectively. 

 We found out after extensive experimentation, with 

multiple datasets, that using MI_2 for feature selection gives, 

in most cases, better results than MI and MI_1, see Table 3. 
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The results in Table 3 demonstrate clearly that our proposed 

feature selection technique MI_2 which is adapted from MI 

outperforms MI across the three confusion sets using Reuters 

dataset. These experiments as shown in Table 3 are done on 

more than 3,000 prediction instances (Table 6 gives numbers 

of testing instances in Reuters and other datasets). Thus, in 

our experiments we used only MI_2 (instead of MI or MI_1) 

and X2 for feature selection. 

Confusion Sets MI MI*A MI_1 MI_2 

Conf. set 1 72.77 79.71 78.94 81.64 

Conf. set 2 86.32 88.87 88.91 89.80 

Conf. set 3 92.77 94.79 95.11 95.21 

Table 3: Accuracy Results of Four Feature Selection 

Techniques on Three Confusion sets using Reuters Dataset 

B. Learning & Prediction 

Thus, from the training text we generate feature vectors using 

the top words selected using MI_2 or X2. Then, we use the 

well-established learning technique Support Vector Machines 

(SVM) [3, 25] to train classifiers with the training vectors. 

SVM is an inductive learning technique for two-class 

classification. A significant elaboration of theoretical and 

empirical justification has been presented in the literature to 

support SVM [3, 6]. Moreover, SVM was extensively applied 

in various areas and achieved remarkable results. 

 For example, in text categorization, SVM was 

investigated extensively and proved to be one of the best 

learning algorithms [6, 10, 16]. In the present method, for a 

given confusion set {wx, wy}, we construct one feature vector 

for each wx and each wy instance in the training text. Thus, 

these vectors will be the training examples, and we divide 

them into two classes, one for wx vectors and one for wy 

vectors. Then SVM trains on these two classes and produces 

a classifier (model) . Thus, we construct with SVM a 

classifier for each confusion set. The created classifier is then 

used in the prediction phase to predict the word in the given 

context. Of course, in the prediction process, we construct a 

feature vector in the same way as in the training process. We 

use a linear SVM in all our experiments as most of related 

work. The implementation of SVM we used is the linear 

SVM-light, available at: http://svmlight.joachims.og with the 

default parameters. 

IV. THE BASELINE METHOD: NAIVE BAYES 

We applied Naïve Bayes (N. Bays) for the prediction task to 

compare with our method. In applying N. Bayes for WP , we 

followed the general procedure by assuming the probabilistic 

model of the training examples [8]. Naïve Bayes was applied 

into many disambiguation-like NLP problems, for example, 

word sense disambiguation [4, 12, 21, 22, 23]. We briefly 

introduce Naïve Bayes here and describe the experimental 

settings with it, for more details you can refer to [12, 17]. Let 

W = {w1 , w2 , …, wn} be the context. Let further C = {c1, c2, 

…, cm} be the confusion set that contains the alternative 

(candidate) words for the prediction task. The decision rule 

of the Naïve Bayes is as follows: 

c* = argmax P (ck|W) 

 n 

= argmax (P(ck) . ∏ P (wi | ck)) 

k k i=1 

  (5) 

 Such that P (ck |W) is the conditional probability of 

the confusion set word ck appears in the context W. This 

decision rule selects c* ∈ C as the predicted word in the given 

context W. The probabilities P (ck) and P (wi|ck) are computed 

from the training text T. Notice here that Naïve Bayes 

assumes that the context words w1, w2, …, wn are conditionally 

independent. There is one issue with the Naïve Bayes is that 

the probability P (wi |ck) may, very well, be a very small value 

or zero, so we use a smoothing technique to avoid this 

problem. There are a number of smoothing techniques 

proposed in the literature, for example, add-1, Ng’s 

smoothing, and Kneser-Ney and Katz smoothing. For more 

details on smoothing see [5, 14]. Chen et al. (1998) [5] 

presents a comprehensive review about the smoothing 

techniques. 

V. EVALUATION & EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, we describe the datasets used in experiments 

and the experimental settings, then we discuss the results. 

A. Datasets 

We used four different text datasets to evaluate our method. 

The details of the datasets are in Table 4. We select the testing 

text size to be little less than the training text size as the case 

in the actual prediction. The testing text size is not important 

and will not affect the performance as we only utilize the 

preceding 3 words for each prediction case. The datasets are 

as follows: 

 The ACL dataset were obtained from Linguistic Data 

Consortium (LDC) (www.ldc.upenn.edu) and include 

news stories 1987-1991 taken from the Wall Street 

Journal (WSJ). 

 The Reuters is taken from the Reuters-21578 benchmark 

dataset. Reuters-21578 contains 21578 news articles 

from the Reuters newswire [24]. 

 The BioMed text is a corpus of biomedical articles taken 

from Medline [18]. The Medline database is considered 

to be the largest and most comprehensive data resource 

in bioinformatics. We use this text to evaluate the 

performance of our method on specialized texts. 

 The 10-K dataset contains financial text of 10-K filings 

of US corporate, taken from U.S. Securities and 

Exchanges Commissions (SEC) at (www.sec.gov). 10-K 

filing is an annual financial and transactional report 

required by SEC from all public companies, and it gives 

the most comprehensive information on financial 

information of a public company. At SEC website, 10- K 

filings of around 10,000 public companies in the last few 

years are available (and totally there are around 50,000 

filings. The size of these documents is around 30 GB.). 

This dataset is another specialized text (financial text) 

used to evaluate our method. 

Dataset (Source) 

Training 

Text Size 

Words 

Testing 

Text Size 

Words 

Reuters (Reuters-21578) 977,418 167,835 

ACL (LDC www.ldc.upenn.edu) 761,730 451,407 

Biomed Text (Medline) 774,206 466,254 

10-K (SEC at www.sec.gov) 527,390 152,069 

Table 4: Details of the Four Datasets used in Experiments 
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Confusion Set 

1 

Accept-except, affect-effect, begin-

being, 
country-county, … 

Confusion Set 

2 

Site-sight, than-then, further-farther, 

raise- 
rise, … 

Confusion Set 

3 

Advice-advise, weak-week, sea-see, 

lose- 
loose, … 

Table 5: The Three Confusion Sets used in the Experiments 

B. Confusion Sets 

We used three confusion sets in the experiments, shown in 

Table 5. These confusion sets were commonly used in word 

prediction and context-sensitive spelling research; see [2, 14, 

15]. 

C. Evaluation & Discussion 

Several experiments have been conducted to evaluate the 

method. We used MI, MI_2, and X2 for feature selection, and 

SVM for learning and prediction; we also used the N. Bayes 

algorithm [17] as baseline to compare our results. For context 

size, we used preceding 3, 5, or 10 words. We found out the 

context of size 3, using only preceding 3 words, produces the 

best performance. Furthermore, we experimented on how 

many features to include in the feature vectors. For that, we 

tried 10, 20, and 30 features and found that the best 

performance resulted when using 20 features (i. e., using the 

top 20 words having the highest 20 MI_2, or X2). Thus, the 

results reported here are generated using the preceding 3 

words (context size = 3) and the top 20 MI_2, or X2 words. 

We initially tested our method using 3 datasets; Reuters, ACL, 

and BioMed (Table 4), and the three confusion sets (Table 5). 

The results are presented in Table 6 when using MI_2 for 

feature selection, and in Table 7 when the X2 feature selection 

technique was used. With a total of 19,438 word prediction 

instances were tested in each experiment (Tables 6 and 7), we 

notice that MI_2 (Table 6) produces slightly better accuracy 

than X2 (Table 7). 

 Moreover, to compare our method against the 

baseline method we ran all the testing prediction instances on 

the Bayesian method and the results are in Table 8. The 

Bayesian method produced slightly better accuracy than 

MI_2 only in the Reuters dataset, but with the other two 

datasets, both MI_2 and X2 outperform Bayesian 

significantly (Table 8). Furthermore, the micro-average 

accuracy on the three datasets demonstrates that MI_2 and X2 

outperform Bayesian (Table 8). Finally, since the 10-K 

dataset is very specialized dataset and is not as commonly 

used in NLP research as the other datasets, we tested our 

method on it in a separate experiment using MI_2 and X2 with 

the three confusion sets, and the results are in Table 9. In this 

experiment too, MI_ 2 with 91.42% accuracy outperforms X2 

with 87.09% accuracy. This experiment also proves that our 

method can achieve impressive accuracies exceeding 91% 

correct predictions (Table 9). Overall, our method of 

learning-classification-based word prediction is capable of 

achieving accuracy in the range of 87% – 88% correct 

predictions using only the three preceding words as context, 

which emphasizes the robustness of the feature selection 

techniques and the learning method. Furthermore, the 

experimental results proved that the method can achieve 

really high accuracies; for example, the method produced 

accuracy of ~90% using confusion set 2 and Reuter (Table 7), 

and the average accuracies on BioMed and Reuters are 

approaching ~89% and ~90%, respectively (Table 6). In 

addition, the method achieved accuracy of 95.2% on Reuters 

using confusion set 3 (Table 6) and 93.1% on the BioMed 

dataset using confusion set 3 (Table 7). 

Dataset 

Confusion Set 1 Confusion Set 2 Confusion Set 3  

No. of 
Tested 

Instances 

Accuracy 

No. of 
Tested 

Instances 

Accuracy 

No. of 
Tested 

Instances 

Accuracy 
Average 
Accuracy 

Reuters 615 81.46 1481 89.80 941 95.21 89.79 

ACL 2658 86.68 3149 83.39 2369 87.08 85.53 

BioMed 2725 86.93 4313 88.73 1187 93.09 88.76 

Total 5998  8943  4497   

Table 6: Accuracy Results with the 3 Datasets and 3 Confusion sets using MI_2 for Feature Selection, preceding 3 words for 

contexts, and top 20 features 

Dataset 

Confusion set 1 Confusion set 2 Confusion set 3  

No. of 

Tested 

Instances 

Accuracy 

No. of 

Tested 

Instances 

Accuracy 

No. of 

Tested 

Instances 

Accuracy 
Average 

Accuracy 

Reuters 615 81.46 1481 89.80 941 86.96 87.23 

ACL 2658 85.94 3149 82.85 2369 87.21 85.12 

BioMed 2725 85.13 4313 87.22 1187 93.09 87.37 

Total 5998  8943  7853   

Table 7: Accuracy results with the 3 datasets and 3 confusion sets using X2 for feature selection, preceding 3 words for 

contexts, and top 20 features

VI. CONTRIBUTION & CONCLUSION 

We give a learning-classification primarily based technique 

for word prediction. The strategy uses terribly little context 

(the preceding 3 words) to predict the subsequent word in this 

context with high accuracy. The strategy was evaluated 

extensively and compared with the theorem algorithmic rule 

as a baseline. The experimental results showed that our 

approach can do spectacular accuracy in percentages of 

correct predictions that validates its potency. The 
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contribution of this work may be viewed in a very variety new 

aspects: Casting the wp task as a learning-classification task 

by mistreatment machine learning to coach word predictors 

mistreatment extremely discriminating options selected by 

varied techniques. The given technique conjointly includes a 

replacement feature choice technique MI_2 custom-made 

from MI and outperforms MI and X2 in most experiments. 

Moreover, the distinctive combination of 1 of the highest 

performers in machine learning (svm) with feature choice 

techniques, MI and X2, that square measure utilized in TC and 

IR, makes an honest contribution into WP. These aspects will 

contribute in resolution different similar informatics issues as 

mentioned earlier during this paper. 

Dataset 

No. of 
Tested 

Instances 

Accuracy 

N.Bayes MI_2 X2 

Reuters 3037 90.67 89.79 87.23 

ACL 8176 80.12 85.53 85.12 

BioMed 8225 81.28 88.76 87.37 

Total 19,438    

Micro. 
Avg 

 82.26 87.56 86.40 

Table 8: Average Accuracy on Each Method with Each 

Dataset, Accuracy here is the Average of Testing on all 

Confusion Sets 

Dataset 

No. of 

Tested 

Instances 

Accuracy 

MI_2 X2 

10-K 2,610 91.42 87.09 

Table 9: Accuracy Results for the 10-K Dataset 

 Word prediction could be an important task and has 

several important applications. A strong word prediction 

system will profit users, by permitting higher text entry rates, 

and minimizing variety of trade errors and misspellings. This 

facet has been determined by the developers of the ASCII text 

file applications programmer Open Office [20] that provides, 

together with customary data processing options, word 

completion (www.openoffice.org) [20]. within the future 

directions of this analysis, we might prefer to strive a couple 

of new aspects to more improve the prediction accuracy. as 

an example, we are going to investigate increasing the context 

size while not touching the computation complexness of the 

strategy. Also, we tend to arrange to explore the chance of 

involving point data concerning the context options within 

the learning method. 
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